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HUMAN DESIGN 
 
Name: x 
Birth data: x 
 
Introduction: 
 
Who are you? How do you interact with the world and others? How do you make decisions? Etc. 
Understand what makes you unique as a human being. Human Design is a very interesting new tool! 
 
The Human Design report shows us what central theme we carry in our lives, a personality type (which is 
different from character) and the kind of existence we’re here to experience. In other words, the life we are 
destined to live. 
 
By obtaining this knowledge we can take better decisions because destiny is not a matter of chance but a 
matter of choice. It shows how you are designed to take correct decisions and it gives a deeper understanding 
of yourself and how you function in the world. Another amazing part of this tool is that it shows how you 
interact with others, giving you practical guidance on how to motivate and understand them.  
 
Parents and working teams can also benefit from this tool. 
 
 
So how does the Human Design Report work? 
 
This is a unique, personal mapping system that combines ancient knowledge and modern technology. It 
combines I-Ching, Astrology, Chakras and Kabbalah. It's a great addition to the self-knowledge systems to 
help you find your way in life. 
 
Remember the factors that influence how healthy and happy your life can be? Well this report brings 
information on Karma, Emotions & Relations from another point of view.  
 
It helps answer key questions like: “Who am I?” and “What is my role here?”. 
 

 
 

• Karma: is related to the family and social environment you are born into. It’s the course that your life 
was set on when you were born. 

• Emotions & Relations: How you are, the way you feel and how you interact with others plays a big 
role in the outcome of your life. It is mainly about your personality (the type of person that you are, 
emotional traits that you are born with) & character (different from the personality, a person’s character 
is molded by the lessons learned early in life from family, friends and society such as honesty, 
forgiveness, helpfulness, etc.)  
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REPORT FOR x : 
 
 

 PERSONAL LIFE THEME: “The Clarion” 
 
Your life theme is to prod people to be open, to wake up to their intuitions, inner 
guidance, or other senses that direct them to their own inner realizations. You are the 
messenger whose work is to make the sublime practical, to make the invisible visible, 
and ultimately to make it possible to bring more light and truthful realization to Earth. 
You are in some way here to sound a call that points to a higher possibility in life, but 
you must know for yourself what stirs you want to arouse and direct others. 
 
When you are clear and have found the source of your motivation, you can be the 
clearest of all messengers, broadcasting insights and revelations capable of awakening 

a sleepy world. If you are not clear in yourself and what compels you, you will initiate all sorts of discord and 
distracting influences, often unwittingly. Being organized about disseminating knowledge helps you deliver 
great insights, as you align with those who are most receptive to you. Not everyone is going to “get” what you 
are offering; however, expressing facts and practical details always encourages your audience to pay 
attention. This allows them to see what you are conveying as realistic and essential components for improving 
their lives. 
 
You have a powerful intuition that is constantly scanning the environment, forever tuning in to the changing 
circumstances in your own and other people’s lives. There is always that chance that you can be drawn into 
the role of supplying gossip and updates, but you must be careful how much you reveal, since your intuition 
can read many more details than most people realize or are ready to hear. If you talk “out of turn”, you can 
easily shock people in uncomfortable ways. When you appreciate your audience and how best to present your 
knowledge, you will find a winning formula. Pay close attention to your Type and Authority, proceed with 
alertness, and you will know exactly who is ready to hear your revelations, when they are receptive, and how 
much they can ingest. 
 
 
 
TYPE (how you navigate life) = PROJECTOR 
 
You are a Projector by Design and a natural guide for others. You live in an environment of invitations, both 
given and received. The invitations you receive need to resonate with you, and the invitations that you give out 
need to resonate with the people you are trying to reach. To be successfully included in your world, you need 
to be recognized for your gifts and abilities. This recognition happens when your Projector Design, are in 
resonant accord with the invitations, situations and company you are to be involved in. 
 
Limitations: 
- Your lack sustaining energy and you must either rely on others to provide it, or rest, or change activities 
frequently 
- Your longing to be included can cause you to insert yourself into unfruitful activities or relationships 
- The society we live in does not embrace waiting for invitations, but rather urges you to act, act, act! 
- Any form of rejection can se you back in your objectives. 
 
Strengths: 
- You can be very clear in how energy can best be used, and very resourceful 
- You link people, places and activities together forming associations and giving much needed direction to 
others 
- You have flexibility that most energy types lack, allowing you to maintain several interests and activities 
simultaneously 
- You can direct people’s attention to opportunities they might otherwise overlook. 
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AUTHORITY (how you take decisions) = EMOTIONAL 
 
Your decision-making is closely linked to your emotions. As we all know, feelings can rise and fall, from 
extremes of ecstasy and great excitement to failure and despair. To their cost, most people have never been 
made aware of how to gauge their feelings and are prone to act on impulse or conditioning rather than through 
finding their emotional clarity before making decisions. Emotional clarity comes from identifying a still paint that 
is not attached to outcomes – a still point that is not absorbed in the “highs” and “lows” of any presumed 
endings but is committed to the journey to, through, and beyond those “endings”. Almost half the people on 
Earth have Emotional Authority, so, even if you do not have Emotional Authority personally, it is likely that your 
relationships and interactions with many of the people around you will involve finding emotional clarity, as 
emotions tend to override almost every decision-making process. 
 
You operate with all the highs and lows of life. Great success and joy is experienced at the top of a wave, and 
great failure or disappointment at the bottom. Delight is experienced when the wave goes up, despair when the 
same wave goes down. It is a natural cycle; and anyone who has an activated Emotions Center is advised to 
get used to that fact. This is a lifetime of surfing your emotional waves! The question arises of how you are 
going to make consistently good and lasting decisions when, in one minute your feelings for something or 
someone can be running high, and in the next, the opposite; when on one day, you can be in the mood for just 
about anything, and on the next day, there is no way that your mood is going to let you get involved in 
anything?  
  
The answer to this dilemma is called Emotional Clarity and Emotional Clarity is not attached to expectations 
and outcomes. Emotional Clarity comes about through dispassionately watching all your emotional highs and 
lows, and getting a feel for the motion and the journey rather than a specific emotion attached to a specific 
result. Your truth is found in the emotional clarity that ensues through detachment from outcomes. The journey 
is always the point. The Emotions Center is the Center of pleasure and pain, and having awareness that life 
brings both, without fail. Doing something when you are in the mood for it is easier than trying to do it when 
you are not.  
 
However, doing something when you feel clear emotionally to do so is going to bring lasting fulfillment. Feeling 
clear about anything in life requires patience, because there is a need to experience what the complete up and 
down cycle of any feelings bring—find the detachment from expectations, then experience Feeling Clarity 
before making important decisions and the need for patience to find clarity in one’s actions and expressions. 
 
If you have a defined Emotions Center and you get the “knack” of finding your Emotional Clarity, then you have 
the keys to not only make your own life more fulfilled, but you also encourage emotional responsibility in 
everyone around you. 
 
 
 
PROFILE (how you engage with life, others and how the world sees you) = 5/1 
 
Here come the innate leaders, leaders and teachers. They are bright in the head, clever and skillful in solving 
problems, lead with great foresight and use a lot of ingenuity to solve difficulties and overcome all kinds of 
obstacles. They bring solutions. They give advice. Your research and “homework” are thorough; you are 
determined to get to the bottom of things. Obviously, nobody is more thorough or reliable than you. Your 
leadership is characterized by discipline. But you are the swan whose appearance impresses everyone. What 
people don't see is the wild rowing beneath the surface and the hidden insecurities that you definitely don't 
want anyone to notice. 
 
I suspect if I asked you to describe who you really are, it would be a puzzle you cannot solve. In fact, I can 
almost see you step from one foot to the other and try to turn such a boring demand. This is typical for 5/1 
people: great for looking outwards, but not so keen on looking inside oneself. 5/1s perform great, but tend to 
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set up a world of barriers and diversions. It is no wonder that there is something inscrutable about them. I 
would go so far as to say that even some of the people closest to you would portray exactly the picture about 
you, about how you want to be seen or who you think you are.  

You like to project a picture of yourself and live it - out of reluctance to reveal too much of your real self. This 
creates an image that fits the viewer's perceptions - an image in which you like to sunbathe, which you portray 
as the one with the know-how.	 
 
Those who are charmed by you can put you in a position with a lot of trust, responsibility or influence, but you 
should make it clear that their leadership and their teaching correspond to what resonates with you, not with 
the others. Otherwise it is easy for you to take on a role that does not serve your interests. 
 
The truth is that you get your self-worth from work - from work and just work. In it you have your secure 
foundation in life. Beyond that, personal interaction can feel vague, insecure, and maybe even awkward. And 
so the same, familiar pattern appears again: you conjure up an image that distracts and projects. Some might 
think that you know how to manipulate skillfully; I would argue that it is more a matter of hiding something 
vulnerable, because everything that you do is about self-protection. 5/1 people tend to be cultured, clever and 
successful people in many ways - but they live with the nagging uncertainty that the foundations of their world 
are never really stable enough. Most 5/1 would deny that there is such uncertainty, but that's because it is 
something unconscious that they would rather not explore. 
 
If we talked to each other, you would appear interesting, ingenious, smart, and concise. Surely you would talk 
a lot about your work and convey knowledge that should impress me. However, I would notice the restless 
hands and the uncertain look and how you move from one foot to the other. Later I would watch you walk 
around the room trying to figure out whom to talk to next, and then soak up and solve their problems. You have 
something of a savior about you. You can easily captivate an audience by spreading a vision of what life 
should be like. 
 
What if the world saw through your defensive projection field? That is your greatest fear, but in the end it would 
not be bad - it would give you the freedom to be yourself. If you lived a life with integrity, your reputation would 
stand the revelation. You would eventually realize: reaching out, being authentic, and setting limits is the only 
way to your liberation and fulfillment. 
 
 
BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU (share this with your partner) 
 
It is difficult to get close to people with this profile. A 5/1 can be a very supportive person as long as things go 
the way he wants them to. They are great problem solvers in relationships, but more on a practical than an 
emotional level. A 5/1 can easily slip into the role of a teacher, advisor or rescuer, and that can create a level 
of co-dependency. You will probably hear this partner say how reliable he is and how much you need him in 
life. The truth is that he needs you just as much. 
 
5/1s are incredibly effective in leading or teaching their followers on a professional level, but have a tendency 
to be more careful when dealing with more intimate relationships or with just one person. The partners of the 
5/1 notice this more often than they like to admit! 
 
If you ever become needy or insecure, be prepared for great promises and romantic visions. Hollywood films 
are usually based on this profile’s ideas of what relationships should look like. The 5/1 will also expect you to 
follow and be led by it. 
 
The challenge for you is to discover the substance of the relationship, because a 5/1 will never do it! As soon 
as the principles of dealing with each other have been established, be careful not to project anything onto your 
5/1 partner and thus nurture their illusions. Better make sure that he stays on earth, burst his balloons and do 
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a reality check every now and then. If you both don't engage on a deep level, you can both dance around a 
supportive but wrong relationship. But if it feels "real", it can be an extremely lasting and fulfilling connection. 
Continue on your path to a life with more Lightness! 
One part you have already completed by revealing your Karma and Personality with this report.  
Achieving harmony and joy in your life should always be your priority.  
 
If you need any support, coaching or other services, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
You can also find everything on my website: www.steilemann.com 
Mob: +49 1728282716 ;  email: katia@steilemann.com 


